The two-dimensional Material Point Method (MPM) algorithm outlined by Chen and Brannon has been extended to three dimensions. The development of the code is discussed as well as applications for simulating bullet impact on biological and non-biological systems.
INTRODUCTION
The study of bullet impacts on various systems is a currently active research field whose results have important meaning for the health and safety of people. Due especially to the destructive nature of bullet insult, computer simulations prove to be very useful in understanding and predicting the behavior of systems involved in such impacts. It is of particular importance to study systems whose components are elastic and can fail. This involves the bullet and target being composed of either a finite element grid or actual particles. In order to study material deformation and failure, we chose the latter scenario. One significant challenge in simulating impact with systems composed of particles is that internal forces need to be communicated throughout the object when it deforms. In order to achieve such communication it is normally thought that a collision algorithm between the particles constituting the system is required which, in three dimensions is quite time consuming. There exists, however a two-dimensional (2D) Material Point Method (MPM) algorithm evaluated by Chan and Brannon [1] which allows modeling of elastic behavior and failure with no contact algorithm, as discussed later. The purpose of this work is to develop a three-dimensional (3D) MPM algorithm and to demonstrate its utility for impact simulations.
II. THE MATERIAL POINT METHOD
We began with the 2D Material Point Method (MPM) algorithm outlined and evaluated by Z. Chen and R. Brannon [1] . MPM is advantageous because it doesn't require a complex time consuming algorithm to simulate collisions or material failure. Instead, MPM maps the mass and momentum of groups of particles in the simulation to a background grid and utilizes the conservation equation of mass as well as conservation of momentum to ultimately advance the system through time. The use of the background grid also avoids entanglement associated with other contact -based algorithms.
To begin with, the initial conditions for the simulation include a collection of particles with initial positions { 
The same is done for the momentum (Mv) p t of the particles:
.
The 2D program uses rectangular cells to divide up space, with for nodes -one at each vertex of the square. Shape functions then are used to provide weighted portions of a particle's mass and momentum to the grid nodes. Our shape functions N i ( and the eight shape functions used in the particle -to -node mappings are calculated from the normalized coordinates as shown in Table 1 so that they are equal to unity for a vertex (node) where the particle is at and is zero for a given node if the particle is at any other node. Once the mappings in equations (1) and (2) is completed then the forces at each node must be calculated. The internal force (f i t ) arises from elastic deformation of the object and is calculated as Figure 1 . A section of the MPM grid. The gray particle is in the middle of its box and so its properties are portioned out to the box vertices with weighting functions but the white particle has the entirety of its properties assigned to the vertex it is sitting on.
The external force (if implemented) is then calculated at each node
note that gravity can be explicitly taken into account in equation 5. Then the nodal accelerations are obtained using 
and subsequently the kinematic variables associated with each particle p in the simulation are updated using node -toparticle mappings:
35 Node Coordinates Shape Function Table 1 . Expressions for the eight shape functions used to map particle properties to each of the eight vertices of the grid cube in which it resides.
The new particle kinematic variables in eqs. Fig. 2 and stress is shown in Fig. 3 . There are several special cases of the elastic tensor as well as strain tensor which will be discussed. The algorithm then returns to mapping particle properties to the grid (eq. 1) and is repeated until a desired time limit is reached.
III. SPECIAL CASES OF THE ELASTICITY TENSOR
There form of the elastic tensor is related to the symmetry properties of the material being modeled [3] . In the most general case, the material we are dealing with may have no planes of symmetry at all. In that case the elastic tensor requires 21 unique elements to describe the elastic response of the material. The tensor is necessarily symmetric and so the lower diagonal block is omitted but implied:
Now suppose the material has one plane of symmetry. It is termed monoclinic and the number of elements of the elastic tensor needed are now only 13. This arises from the fact that the material properties do not change upon a mirror reflection about the (x,y) plane so the stresses are identical for the strains  
Now further assume that the material has 3 planes of symmetry and one is isotropic. Then only five independent constants are needed Now suppose that the material is entirely isotropic. Then the number of constants reduces to two: 
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In our simulations we assume isotropic media and so the elastic tensor takes for form of equation (15) . (16) Here E is the elastic modulus and  is Poisson's ratio. In the case where a fluid is being modeled, sheer forces are completely absent and the elastic tensor is written as 
SPECIAL CASES OF STRAIN
There are also times when the geometry of structures being considered has a coordinate whose behavior can be ignored [4] . This is usually the case, for example, when the dimensions of an object on one dimension are much larger than in two others. The results is plane strain, where the strain tensor takes the form
and the corresponding stress tensor is written as
For certain symmetries there may be antiplane strain where
Note for antiplane strain that the response of the material is purely shear.
SIMULATIONS
The 3D simulations developed here were validated by monitoring total mechanical energy conservation of two colliding elastic spheres. As shown in Figure 4 , the algorithm conserves total mechanical energy and nicely describes the collision quite well. The first major application of the 3D MPM method is bullet impact on a muscle / bone composite structure. Figure 5 shows a preliminary simulation where a projectile insults a simulated muscle / bone complex. The MPM method has also been used to simulate bullet impact on ceramic/Kevlar composite vests; a typical run is shown below where the sensitivity of the results to the materials' elastic breaking points is examined.
